A new way to
track your clinical data
is coming.

Completely redesigned from the ground up, the new release will support
clinical research through web based, protocol-driven custom data collection
and workflow complete with extensive standards-based communication
with your existing hospital infrastructure.
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User-Defined Protocols. Integration of the latest workflow engine technologies has enabled StemSoft to offer a flexible,
powerful and easy to use protocol manager. Define your own protocols, including custom data collection forms, notifications
and reminders. Capture the data you need, when you need it by securely distributing custom web forms to outpatient,
inpatient and even primary care physicians to support data capture at the source.
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Web-Based Deployment. The StemSoft applications are being designed to allow you and your collaborators to securely
work anywhere at any time. Access your data from any computer in the hospital or on the internet. Distribute data collection
forms to outpatient clinics, primary care physicians or even patients for long-term follow-up. Designed to support 5 users or
5,000, StemSoft is ready to grow with you.
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Easy Outcome Analyses. The new StemSoft clinical applications will extend the existing reporting, analysis, and charting
functions to include easy, user-friendly generation of:
The latest ASBMT RFI Forms
Kaplan Meier Survival Curves
Frequency Analyses
Cross-Tabulations
Trend Analyses and Scatter Plots
Add-Hock Queries
Custom Crystal Reports®
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Complete Compliance. The StemSoft clinical applications will fully support 21 CFR Part 11, HIPAA, Annex 11, FACT and
related regulations.
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Total Integration. StemSoft includes features that work with your institution’s information technology. Features like single
sign-on; standards-compliant HL7 interfaces to import data from your existing hospital systems (LIMS, ADT and Electronic
Medical Records); web portals that aggregate your StemSoft data with enterprise information infrastructure; and web-based
user interfaces.
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Server

Database

Internet Explorer 6

Windows XP, Service Pack 2

Oracle 10g

Internet Explorer 7

Windows Server 2003, Service Pack 1

MS SQL Server 2000

Windows Vista

MS SQL Server 2005

Visit www.stemsoft.com or call 1.800.671.3234
for detailed information about other StemSoft Software informatics solutions...

